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ABSTRACT

The emerging reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) technique introduces novel threats to wireless sensing owing to its channel customization ability. Unlike active radios, the RIS’s interference behaves akin to natural reflections, exhibiting a higher level of stealthiness and difficulty in detection. However, the majority of current RIS-based attacks lack generalizability to real-world scenarios, as they assume complete coverage of the RIS over objects and develop their techniques within electromagnetic-controlled environments such as an anechoic chamber. To bridge this gap, we present RISStealth, a practical and covert attack that leverages RIS technology to render a moving individual undetectable by WiFi-based intrusion detection systems in real-life scenarios. RISStealth integrates the strengths of both motion reduction and threshold lifting strategies to address challenges of limited RIS affordability, constrained cooperation in adversary settings, and complex and unpredictable environments. Through real-world evaluations conducted with our RIS prototype, we demonstrate that RISStealth effectively reduces the victim’s intrusion detection rate from 95.1% to 16.4%. Our findings shed light on the practical threats posed by RIS, thereby encouraging further countermeasure development.
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- Security and privacy → Domain-specific security and privacy architectures.
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Figure 1: The RIS may bring covert threats to the wireless sensing foundation.

1 INTRODUCTION

WiFi-based indoor intrusion detection [13, 24, 25, 28, 49, 52] has been extensively studied as one of the important applications in wireless sensing as depicted in Figure 1(a). Technically, WiFi sensing extracts valuable information about the state of target objects through channel state information (CSI), which encompasses the reflection, scattering, and attenuation caused by these objects. Compared with camera-based solutions, WiFi-based detection alleviates privacy concerns to a greater extent and operates consistently under diverse lighting conditions, including both day and night. This technology has now become relatively mature, and some commercial products, such as Hex Home [35] and Linksys Aware [29], have been manufactured and deployed in real-world scenarios.

Along with the technical advancements in wireless sensing, relevant attack and defense studies also alternately emerge and revolve around the open nature of the wireless medium. Jamming attacks [22, 37, 47, 50], the most intuitive ones, actively generate signals to obstruct the sensing functionalities. However, their defense schemes are also straightforward via detecting abnormal energy fluctuation and power analysis [2, 21]. Replay attacks [16, 46] are more advanced to alter the state, i.e., amplitude and phase of legitimate transmitted signals to deceive the sensing system. However, randomized pause-and-detect methods could detect and mitigate replay attacks effectively.

Despite previous defense endeavors, we have observed that the emergence of reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) technology [7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 36] introduces a new breed of covert threats. RIS features massive low-cost, passive, and reconfigurable electromagnetic reflection units. From an adversarial standpoint, RIS could...
manipulate the channel to compromise sensing. More importantly, passive RIS is less detectable compared with active radios because it can emulate the behavior of benign natural reflectors. Previous defense schemes, such as power analysis [2, 21] and pause-and-detect methods, cannot distinguish RIS reflections. While radios equipped with full-duplex antenna arrays [55] can emulate the effects of RIS, they typically incur higher costs.

It is noted that certain recent studies have explored the RIS to render objects invisible to radar systems, but most existing works assume relatively ideal working settings. Cloaking-based techniques [39, 53, 54] are studied in anechoic chambers and assume a single incident signal with clear direction. However, massive, unpredictable reflections in real indoor scenarios will make them collapse in practice. Radar cross-section (RCS) reduction methods [11, 17, 51] focus on relatively static scenarios, i.e., static RIS employs specific configuration to minimize visibility under radar detection. However, the feasibility of maintaining invisibility while in motion remains largely unexplored, posing a potentially more significant threat in practical scenarios. Consequently, the practical feasibility of RIS-aided attacks against wireless sensing urges more research endeavors.

To fill this gap, we investigate the threat model of leveraging RIS to render a moving intruder undetectable by WiFi-based intrusion detection systems in real-world scenarios, as illustrated in Figure 1(b). Specifically, we design RISStealth, a RIS-aided practical and covert attack to achieve our attack goal, and mainly address three practical challenges (C1-C3).

**Limited Affordability of Practical RIS (C1):** Affordability mainly refers to the size and capacity of RIS. In practical attacks, RIS should be handbag-sized to maintain stealthiness and mobility. This constraint naturally excludes those methods requiring fully covering objects with RIS [17, 39, 53, 54]. Additionally, the limited size also restricts the available manipulation space, e.g., the amount of manipulated energy is highly correlated to the RIS size.

**Restrainted Cooperation in Adversary Setting (C2):** Configuring RIS in benign settings generally has assistance from legitimate transceivers. For example, for boosting communication, RIS is proactively configured based on receivers’ CSI to increase signal quality and throughput [1, 14]. For defending malicious motion sensing, [45] deploys RIS along with the benign transmitter to control more energy for protection. However, benign transceivers will not assist RIS in our attack setting. The attacker’s RIS will be initially far away from the victim system and should rely on himself to derive deployment details, e.g., the location of transceivers if needed. It may have estimation errors due to the non-cooperation of benign transceivers, e.g., sparse traffic from the receiver makes localization harder.

**Complex and Unpredictable Environment (C3):** The area being intruded into may be a complicated environment full of unknown reflectors, e.g., furniture and metal devices. Configuring RIS properly to render a moving intruder invisible involves not only disturbing channels but also effectively concealing natural disturbances caused by human motion. Thus, the attacker should consider the complex interaction between the RIS device, legitimate transceivers, surrounding objects, and the moving person, and also their dynamics with their changing relative locations. This prevents direct use of [39] requiring precise incident angles for configuring RIS. In addition, channel obfuscation methods [45] do not fit because obfuscation without careful design may either be filtered or accidentally trigger alarms of sensing system, failing to achieve our covert attack objective.

To address these practical challenges, RISStealth incorporates a delicate attacking scheme that takes these factors into account. Our key insight is rooted in the underlying mechanism of state-of-the-art WiFi-based intrusion detection [13, 49, 52]. It is noted that robustness is an essential consideration in practical WiFi sensing systems. Intrusion detection aims to achieve both a high detection rate and a low false alarm rate. Thus, these systems typically employ adaptive schemes that can adjust to varying levels of interference caused by ambient noise, transceiver noise, and disturbances from irrelevant objects in a real-world deployment. Unfortunately, our research reveals that the RIS can strategically manipulate the environmental interference to desensitize the victim sensing system and alter its detection outcomes. Highlights of our original contributions are as follows:

- **Firstly**, we fully consider the RIS’s different channel manipulation capacities under various distances to benign transceivers (C1) and proactively schedule the attack in two phases accordingly. In the distant field, our strategy aims to keep the motion-induced disturbance below the alert threshold (Sneaking Phase), while in the near field, our strategy aims to covertly lift the alert threshold so that the intruder’s afterward movement will not trigger the alarm (Radio Blast Phase). The former strategy helps bring RIS into the effective range of the latter one. They work together to enable a physically achievable attack.

- **Secondly**, to realize the goal of Sneaking Phase, we develop RIS-aided beamforming to deflect the reflection energy away from the victim receiver. Specifically, we direct the beam towards the ground to mitigate unexpected multipath reflection hitting the receiver (C3). We also design a beam broadening method to tolerate the localization error of the transmitter caused by the intruder’s walking movement and device imperfection (C2).

- **Thirdly**, to realize the goal of Radio Blast Phase, we integrate the RIS’s phase shift reconfigurability with RIS-aided beamforming to covertly inject disturbance to the receiver. Specifically, we design a sub-array-based spiral manner to activate RIS elements progressively, imitating the increase of normal noise to covertly lift the alert threshold (C1). We also design RIS-aided AoA estimation to help increase the error tolerance of receiver localization (C2).

We implement a RIS prototype and conduct extensive experiments to evaluate RISStealth against the state-of-the-art WiFi-based intrusion detection system. RISStealth lowers the intrusion detection rate from 95.1% to about 16.4% in practical settings. Detailed evaluations also demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of RISStealth.

### 2 PRELIMINARIES

#### 2.1 Wi-Fi Sensing

In typical Wi-Fi sensing, object movements could manifest their effects on the propagation channel between a pair of transceivers. Thus, we could exploit channel state information (CSI) to infer surrounding dynamics. CSI represents the amplitude attenuation and phase change of Wi-Fi signals caused by the environment. The
where $H$, $L$, $H$, $M$, and $\Delta$ are parameters.

The static component $H_s(f, t)$ usually represents the signal reflected from the static environment or propagating through the direct path, which often dominates the CSI, while the dynamic component $H_d(f, t)$ represents the distortion induced by surrounding moving objects. Many Wi-Fi sensing applications, e.g., intrusion detection, extract the dynamic components to distill motion-relevant features, e.g., the Doppler frequency shift, signal standard deviation, etc., to detect the target object.

2.2 Reconfigurable Intelligent Surface

Reconfigurable Intelligent Surface (RIS). A RIS device consists of an array of reflection units, each of which can independently alter the incident signal in terms of phase, amplitude, frequency, or even polarization [4]. The RIS considered in our work only alters the phase of incident signals hitting the surface, i.e., a low-power passive mode without a power amplifier. Under the impact of RIS, the CSI measured by the receiver can be re-written as follows:

$$H(f, t) = H_s(f, t) + H_d(f, t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The static component $H_s(f, t)$ usually represents the signal reflected from the static environment or propagating through the direct path, which often dominates the CSI, while the dynamic component $H_d(f, t)$ represents the distortion induced by surrounding moving objects. Many Wi-Fi sensing applications, e.g., intrusion detection, extract the dynamic components $H_d(f, t)$ to distill motion-relevant features, e.g., the Doppler frequency shift, signal standard deviation, etc., to detect the target object.

The latter information is used to calculate the required phase shifts of each RIS element to ensure the constructive signal superposition at the receiver, i.e., enabling the receiver-side beam. For example, if we consider only two elements in a 1-D array layout, the additional phase shift of the second element relative to the first is as follows:

$$\Delta \phi = \phi_{txdir} + \phi_{rxdir}$$

where $\phi_{txdir}$ and $\phi_{rxdir}$ denote the phase difference because of the transmitter direction and the receiver direction, respectively, and $d_{x,y}$ denotes the distance between $x$ and $y$. For a digital RIS device, the phase shift actually applied will be rounded to a valid value within the phase shift space. A 1-D array of elements could only enable 2-D plane beamforming, while a 2-D array could enable beamforming in 3-D space.

3 THREAT MODEL

Here we illustrate the overall setup of the attack scenario targeted by RIStealth and the capability of the attacker.

**Attack Scenario.** RIStealth aims to render a moving person invisible against a WiFi-based intrusion detection system. A pair of transceivers are deployed to detect any intruder stepping into the protected area. In normal functioning mode, the intrusion detection system will report any human presence as shown in Figure 2(a) (high detection rate), but ignore the motion of the pet, robot, curtain, etc., as shown in Figure 2(b)-(c) (low false alarm rate). The goal of the attacker is to intrude into the monitoring area without being detected (Figure 2(e)). Once the intruder can get inside the protected area, he can cut off the system power cable, steal the valuables, etc.

**Attacker Setup.** As shown in Figure 2(e), the attacker has no prior knowledge about the deployment of the intrusion detection system, including the precise location of the transmitter and the receiver, which means he has to manage to obtain the necessary information by himself. The attack does not get the detailed parameters (e.g., threshold) of the victim systems. The attacker is equipped with a passive RIS and an auxiliary off-the-shelf receiver (e.g., a smartphone) that can acquire the CSI information, as in Figure 2(d). The RIS has 16x16 elements and is able to impose an extra phase shift on the reflected signal. The phase shift function supports 4 phase shifts ($0, \frac{\pi}{2}, \pi, \frac{3\pi}{2}$), configured by a controller, e.g., an FPGA board or a laptop.
will vary across different environments and even different times. A warning will be triggered when the human motion signal exceeds \( \delta \) (threshold lifting strategy).

Energy towards the receiver, e.g., RIS should be close to the transceivers and control relatively high current \( \delta \) to lift the red dotted line.

Adaptive-threshold Scheme. The quality of motion signal will vary across different environments and even different times of the same environment with the same device [5]. Thus, to combat such fluctuation, researchers have designed adaptive-threshold schemes [25, 28, 52, 57] to maintain a high detection rate and low false alarm rate in practice (Figure 2(a)-(c)). Without loss of generality, the detection criterion of the adaptive-threshold scheme is described as follows:

\[
\sigma_t > \delta_{\text{mov}} = \delta_{\text{mov}} \times f(\sigma_{t-1}^m) (t' < t)
\]

\( \sigma_t \) denotes motion feature signal at \( t \)-th processing window. \( \delta_{\text{mov}} \) denotes the adaptive threshold, which is equal to a basic threshold \( \delta_{\text{mov}} \) multiplying a function of the signal of the previous static period \( f(\sigma_{t-1}^m) \). In this way, the threshold adapts itself to the varying noise level for robustness.

Attack Basis of RIStealth. In order to make the intruder invisible, the basic idea is to keep the blue line below the red dotted line as shown in Figure 3(b)-(c). Figure 3(b) is to suppress the blue line, i.e., reduce the reflection of the intruder to prevent it from exceeding the threshold (motion reduction strategy). While Figure 3(c) is to lift the red dotted line, i.e., raise the threshold to clear the alarm (threshold lifting strategy).

The threshold-lifting strategy seems like a once-and-for-all choice for hiding the intruder. As shown in Equation 5, the coefficient multiplier of the motion threshold \( \delta_{\text{mov}} \) is determined by a function of the signal of the latest ‘no motion’ duration. Given the channel customization capability of RIS, it is possible to strategically lift the next \( \delta_{\text{mov}}' \) by increasing \( \sigma \) gradually yet remaining below the current \( \delta_{\text{mov}} \). However, through our experiment, it is found that RIS should be close to the transceivers and control relatively high energy towards the receiver, e.g., by beamforming, to realize the threshold lifting strategy successfully.

Therefore, we further introduce a motion reduction strategy to help bring the RIS into the effective working range of the threshold lifting strategy. When the intruder is relatively away from the transceivers, the reflection energy controlled by a handbag-sized RIS could be comparable with that induced by uncovered body parts. Thus, RIS could steer its energy away from the receiver to realize the motion reduction strategy successfully. As shown in Figure 3(d) and Figure 4, RIStealth integrates the best of both strategies into a dual-phase attack scheme to make the intruder invisible.

5 RISTEALTH DESIGN

5.1 Attack Scheme Overview

As illustrated in Figure 4, RIStealth consists of two major phases, Sneaking Phase and Radio Blast Phase.

The goal of the Sneaking Phase is to make the intruder holding the RIS approach the protected area sneakily to bring the RIS closer to the victim transceiver to facilitate the Radio Blast Phase. In Radio Blast Phase, the intruder puts down the RIS and then uses it to raise the victim system’s motion detection threshold so that the intruder’s afterward movement will not trigger the alarm.

Therefore, we further introduce a motion reduction strategy to help bring the RIS into the effective working range of the threshold lifting strategy. When the intruder is relatively away from the transceivers, the reflection energy controlled by a handbag-sized RIS could be comparable with that induced by uncovered body parts. Thus, RIS could steer its energy away from the receiver to realize the motion reduction strategy successfully. As shown in Figure 3(d) and Figure 4, RIStealth integrates the best of both strategies into a dual-phase attack scheme to make the intruder invisible.
As shown in Figure 5(a), the intruder is initially away from the receiver. Two candidate strategies come into our mind: nulling and beamforming.

5.2.1 Option 1: RIS-aided Nulling Strategy. Nulling aims to enforce specific RIS configurations so that the RIS signals can destructively cancel out each other at the receiver. It can be implemented by making reflection signals of a group of adjacent elements adding up to zero. For the setting shown in Figure 5(b), we emulate the nulling strategy to reduce the reflection energy towards the receiver. It seems feasible in principle. However, we find that the directions adjacent to the receiver direction have high energy (Figure 5(c)). It implies that our estimation for the receiver direction should be extremely accurate, and the intruder should maintain the pointing direction stably on the move to avoid high-energy sidelobe accidentally hitting the receiver. Thus, the nulling strategy will collapse in practice.

5.2.2 Option 2: RIS-aided Beamforming Strategy. The basic idea of beamforming is to direct most energy towards a direction other than the receiver direction, i.e., equivalently reducing the number of reflection signals at the receiver. Compared with relatively scattered energy in the nulling strategy, the beamforming strategy can make the energy more controllable towards a specific direction (Figure 5(d)) to avoid unanticipated yet powerful reflections in a complicated environment full of strong reflectors. In our scenario, it is appropriate to enforce beamforming towards the ground as shown in Figure 5(a) because it is normally unoccupied and predictable to be less likely to produce a significant reflection toward the receiver. In addition, some intrusion detection systems [28] leverage height information to differentiate the adult intruder, the pet, and the infant. Thus, the energy beamformed towards the ground, together with the normal reflection from the intruder’s legs, could be misidentified as the pet and ignored.

Revisiting the RIS-aided beamforming principle shown in Equation 4, we conclude that it requires an accurate estimation of both the incident signal direction and the target direction to enable precise beamforming. Otherwise, unpredictable scattered energy may appear to cause a strong reflection and trigger the alarm. In this phase, we choose the ground as the target direction to greatly relax the requirement on its direction estimation. For estimating incident signal direction, i.e., the transmitter’s direction, the intruder could apply RSS-based (received signal strength) localization approach [57] with its auxiliary receiver, e.g., a smartphone to collect the channel information of transmitter’s packets to derive its direction. However, being relatively away from the victim transmitter brings non-negligible estimation error. Based on Equation 4, the width of the transmitter-side beam is the same as the receiver-side beam. As the narrow beam is shown in Figure 5(d), a little estimation error in the transmitter’s direction could break the desired beamforming effect, especially for acquiring and updating the direction during the process of approaching victim transceivers.

5.2.3 Ours: RIS-aided Beam-Broadening Beamforming. Based on the above analysis, a wider transmitter-side beam could be more favorable for the attacker. Because it can increase the error tolerance on estimating the transmitter’s direction relative to the RIS and also flatten the potential peak energy as shown in Figure 5(e). Inspired by the existing beam-broadening methods on phased antenna array [23, 41], we design a beam-broadening technique to enhance the original RIS-aided beamforming strategy. Specifically, we could divide the RIS elements into equal-sized sub-arrays and then configure these sub-arrays to concentrate on the adjacent directions to synthesize a wider beam (to either transmitter-side or receiver-side) as illustrated in Figure 6.

Technically, all RIS reflecting elements are grouped into $N_s \times N_r$ sub-arrays. Each sub-array will be assigned and configured with...
30° beam, the elevation and azimuth angles of which are denoted as \((\Theta_0, \Phi_0)\). The beamforming angle of each sub-array is determined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Theta_{i,j} &= \Theta_0 + \frac{2\pi(j-1)}{N} \Delta\text{angle}, i = 0, 1, ..., N_s \\
\Phi_{i,j} &= \Phi_0 + \frac{2\pi(i-1)}{N} \Delta\text{angle}, j = 0, 1, ..., N_s
\end{align*}
\]

where \(i\) and \(j\) denote the row index and column index of the sub-array, respectively, \(\Delta\text{angle}\) denotes the pre-defined interval between adjacent beams. Figure 5(d) and Figure 5(e) share the same setting except that the former uses RIS-aided beamforming and the latter uses the beam-broadening version with \(N_s = 4\) and \(\Delta\text{angle} = 4^\circ\). Our approach broadens the beam effectively to strengthen the reflection energy towards the receiver and further introduce some disturbance to the receiver. Then, we further impose an extra phase shift upon RIS with a beamforming configuration to focus reflection energy.

5.3.1 Beamforming-enabled Variation Increasing. To increase the signal variation periodically to introduce more signal variation at the receiver.

5.3.2 Covert Threshold Lifting Strategy. Signal variation increasing itself is not sufficient to trigger threshold lifting. As shown in Equation 5, the motion detection threshold of the victim system is only updated by the variation of the last ‘no motion’ duration/processing window. Thus, if we increase the variation sharply, the extra variation will be detected as motion-induced variation, failing to trigger threshold adapting in Equation 5. The attacker should increase the signal variation steadily and covertly to lift the threshold.

5.3 Radio Blast Phase Design

In Sneaking Phase, we direct reflection energy away from the receiver, while in Radio Blast Phase, we should bring reflection energy towards the receiver and further introduce some disturbance to covertly increase signal variation. Over the whole period of time, the number of activated RIS elements gradually increases to covertly lift the threshold.

In order to increase signal variation, i.e., the basics of threshold lifting; (2) how to increase signal variation covertly, i.e., not be detected as a motion-induced variation so as to lift the threshold in Equation 5 successfully. In the following, we introduce our design considerations for these two issues respectively.

5.3.1 Beamforming-enabled Variation Increasing. To increase the signal variation at the receiver, we make full use of two capabilities of the RIS: the energy-focusing capability of the RIS-aided beamforming and the phase shift reconfigurability of the RIS. (0, \(\frac{\pi}{2}\), \(\pi\), \(\frac{3\pi}{2}\)) for a 2-bit RIS. As shown in Figure 7, we can first assign the RIS with a beamforming configuration to focus reflection energy on the receiver. Then, we further impose an extra phase shift upon the basic beamforming configuration to introduce disturbance, i.e., more signal variation at the receiver. Specifically, we simultaneously increment the phases of all RIS elements with the same extra shift in the circle of \((0, \frac{\pi}{2}, \pi, \frac{3\pi}{2})\) as shown in Figure 7 so as to satisfy the condition of threshold lift.

Figure 7: Beamforming-enabled variation increasing. The additional phases are imposed upon the signals periodically to introduce more signal variation at the receiver.

Figure 8: Covert threshold lifting. For a certain intermediate time period denoted between green dotted lines, a group of phase shifts is added circularly to increase signal variation. Over the whole period of time, the number of activated RIS elements gradually increases to covertly lift the threshold.

5.3.2 Covert Threshold Lifting Strategy. Signal variation increasing itself is not sufficient to trigger threshold lifting. As shown in Equation 5, the motion detection threshold of the victim system is only updated by the variation of the last ‘no motion’ duration/processing window. Thus, if we increase the variation sharply, the extra variation will be detected as motion-induced variation, failing to trigger threshold adapting in Equation 5. The attacker should increase the signal variation steadily and covertly to lift the threshold gradually. To this end, instead of exploiting the whole RIS to increase signal variation, we choose to amortize the amount of variation brought by all elements over a period of time to keep the variation-increasing procedure covert and undetected.

RIS Configuration Strategy. The amount of variation is highly correlated with the number of involved RIS elements. Therefore, we design a progressive configuration strategy to activate RIS elements in batches over a period of time. For a certain intermediate time period in Figure 8 (assuming a RIS with \(N_s \times N_i\) sub-arrays and \(N_i = 2\), only partial RIS elements, i.e., orange ones with diagonal stripe, will be activated and assigned the basic phases for beamforming and an extra phase shift circulating within \((0, \frac{\pi}{2}, \pi, \frac{3\pi}{2})\). The cycle time is at a millisecond level. In other words, a RIS with partially activated elements focuses a part of upper bound beamforming energy towards the receiver and introduces extra disturbance by rapidly rotating the RIS-induced channel response \(H_{\text{RIS}}\) to covertly lift the threshold. When proceeding to the next duration, we increase the number of activated RIS elements to involve more reflection energy. The handover interval between different activation configurations in the second level should be longer than the processing window size of intrusion detection. In this way, we gradually enhance the upper bound capability of signal variation increasing in order to lift the threshold progressively.
RIS Element Activation Sequence. The activation sequence of RIS elements is very critical to enable covert threshold lifting. An intuitive manner is to activate the RIS elements in a square manner, i.e., activating squares of elements in batches as shown in Figure 14(c). However, these schemes have two drawbacks. Firstly, they may result in abrupt variation change once some elements that contribute significantly to beamforming are turned on at one moment [26]. Secondly, they cannot maintain a wide beam for most moments to guarantee a lasting effect on the receiver, considering we only have a coarse receiver direction. Thus, we propose a sub-array-based spiral activation manner. Similar to Sneaking Phase, all RIS elements are divided into \(N_x \times N_y\) sub-arrays to enable beam broadening. For each sub-array with the size of \(M_x \times M_y\), we activate its elements in the spiral manner as shown in Figure 9. Specifically, we apply a mask on every sub-array. The mask is a \(M_x \times M_y\) matrix consisting of ‘0’ and ‘1’. The elements corresponding to the ‘0’ will remain idle, while the elements corresponding to the ‘1’ will be activated. Figure 9 depicts the two stages of the sub-array-based spiral activation scheme.

**Stage 1:** From the first to the seventh pattern, a whole row and a column of elements are gradually activated. In principle, a row and a column of elements enable 3-D beamforming. Thus, we could activate the basic beamforming functionality with the whole row and column of elements. The rationale behind this is that the wide beam is synthesized by many small beams, and every sub-array is in charge of a specific beamforming direction as in Figure 6 for beam-broadening. The wide beam is successfully produced as soon as all small beams are configured as expected, and a row and a column of RIS elements in sub-arrays are sufficient to support 3D beamforming. Thus, compared with the activation scheme shown in Figure 14(c), it is a safer strategy to synthesize the wide beam sooner to ensure the influence coverage at the receiver.

**Stage 2:** From the 8th to the 15th pattern, we use a spiral manner to gradually increase the number of activated elements within sub-arrays. In this way, we avoid creating mirror symmetry to cause potential dramatic changes when beamforming is insufficient (i.e., from the 8th to the 11th pattern) [51] and accomplish gradual growth when the threshold is lifted high enough (i.e., from the 12th to the 16th pattern). Thus, compared with the activation scheme shown in Figure 14(c), our scheme uniformly activates the elements across the whole area of the RIS to reduce the risk of abrupt variation increasing.

As the experimental data is shown in Figure 8, our RIS configuration strategy steadily increases the motion feature signal \(\sigma\) so as to lift the threshold \(d'_{\text{mov}}\) covertly.

5.3.3 Practical Issue. In Figure 6, all RIS elements should at least achieve phase alignment on one side, i.e., either the transmitter or receiver side, then we can configure multiple sub-arrays with sub-beams synthesizing a wide beam at the other side. Thus, before applying the RIS-aided beam-broadening beamforming in the variation-increasing stage shown in Figure 7, we need to estimate the precise direction of one transceiver since it is infeasible to synthesize wide beams for both directions.

The transmitter generally emits the signal continually for intrusion detection in our scenario. Therefore, we design a RIS-aided Angle-of-Arrival (AoA) estimation scheme to estimate its location. As shown in Figure 10, we have a static RIS, and a collocated auxiliary receiver (e.g., a smartphone) with one or two antennas, i.e., their relative direction is known. We then enforce the RIS to sweep the transmitter-side beam across the front area. For each candidate transmitter direction, we first configure the RIS accordingly and use the auxiliary receiver to collect the channel response data \(H_0\), then further assign the RIS with the sample configuration plus an additional 180-degree phase shift and collect the channel response data \(H_\pi\). \(H_0\) is composed of the channel response without RIS impact \(H_0\) and the extra channel response introduced by RIS \(H_{\text{RIS}},\) i.e., \(H_0 = H_0 + H_{\text{RIS}}\). Similarly, \(H_\pi = H_\pi + H_{\text{RIS}},\pi\). As the only difference between \(H_{\text{RIS}},0\) and \(H_{\text{RIS}},\pi\) is a 180-degree phase difference, we can derive the following formula:

\[
|H_\pi - H_0| = |H_{\text{RIS},\pi} - H_{\text{RIS}},0| = 2|H_{\text{RIS}},0| = 2|H_{\text{RIS}}| \quad (7)
\]

For the candidate case where its direction matches the true direction of the transmitter, the RIS will beamform the most energy to the auxiliary receiver, i.e., observing the maximal \(|H_\pi - H_0|\). In this way, we can infer the precise location of the transmitter relative to the RIS. Estimation accuracy could be improved by taking multiple measurements at various locations. Our preliminary experiment shows that this method achieves a mean error of 2.17 degrees and a median error of 1.66 degrees with single measurements. It is noted that this method may improve the localization of the transmitter in Sneaking Phase, but it cannot localize the receiver as the sparse traffic (e.g., reporting packets) of the receiver does not adequately support the scanning-based method.

6 EVALUATION

In this section, we experimentally investigate the effectiveness of RIStealth. First, we introduce the reproduction of the victim...
intrusion detection system and the implementation of the RIStealth hardware prototype. Then, we conduct the end-to-end evaluation of RIStealth in two typical indoor intrusion detection scenarios. Finally, we assess two major phases of the RIStealth design separately and thoroughly. All experiments are approved by our IRB.

6.1 Implementation

6.1.1 Victim Intrusion Detection System Reproduction. We build a victim intrusion detection system on two off-the-shelf mini-desktops equipped with Intel 5300 wireless NICs. The transmitter employs one antenna, while the receiver uses three antennas. The devices are set to monitor mode on channel 140 at 5.7 GHz. The CSI data for detection is collected with Linux CSI Tools [18]. Both the transmitter and the receiver are set at 120 cm height so that the motion of intruders with different heights will be clearly detected. Typically, the distance between the transmitter and the receiver is set to around 4 m to cover a room.

We reproduce the state-of-the-art practical algorithm, AR-Alarm [25]. To our best knowledge, with some practicality improvement modules involved, AR-alarm is robust to more practical scenarios than other state-of-the-art works; thus, it is a stronger victim candidate for attack evaluation. It utilizes the widely-adopted standard deviation waveform as the motion feature [13, 49], which is derived by calculating the standard deviation of the CSI phase difference of adjacent antennas in a sliding window manner, and adopts \( f(\cdot) = \max(\cdot) \) in Equation 5. We select the best antenna pair and use the mean value of five successive subcarriers to calculate the phase difference. The initial threshold and the hyper-parameters of the duration-based and magnitude-based filter for false alarm reduction as in Figure 2(b)-(c) are well-tuned by collecting around 5 min reference measurement in ‘no motion’ status before experiments. We invite volunteers to walk inside the monitoring area uniformly. The detection rate, \( \hat{\tau} \), the proportion of the detected trials overall, is about 95.1%, and the false alarm rate is around 1.13%. It validates the effectiveness of our reproduction.

6.1.2 RIStealth Hardware Prototype Implementation. We implement our 16x16 RIS prototype working at WiFi 5 GHz band based on the principle and RIS structure in [12]. Our prototype consists of a three-layer structure: patch layer, slot-loaded layer, and ground layer printed on the 31x31 cm standard Rogers 4350B substrates. As shown in Figure 11(a), for one RIS element, the phase shift circuit on the second layer has five pin diodes to enable four different phase configurations \( (0, \frac{\pi}{2}, \pi, \frac{3\pi}{2}) \). These configurations can be switched by setting different bias voltages on two independent DC control lines. Thus, we design and implement an FPGA-based control circuit (see the left in Figure 11(a)) by integrating 512 independent control interfaces for standard serial port communication. In this way, we have \( 4^{256} \) different configurations. We assign the configuration schemes for the Sneaking Phase, Radio Blast Phase, and AoA estimation initiation to different push buttons on the FPGA board. Thus, the attacker can switch modes and advance the attack process. The result of AoA estimation can be obtained from the smartphone via serial port. It takes only microsecond-level time for the control circuit to flip the configurations of all 256 elements. It guarantees sufficient processing speed to support our signal variation increasing and threshold lifting design. For the power consumption, the static power of FPGA is about 0.65 W. The dynamic power will not exceed 1.65 W, and a normal 5V/0.5A USB port on the laptop can supply the system.

6.2 Overall Evaluation

We evaluate the end-to-end implementation of RIStealth, i.e., including two consecutive phases, in two typical indoor settings: Line-of-Sight (LOS) scenario in Figure 11(b) and Non-Line-of-sight (NLOS) scenario in Figure 11(c).

Evaluation metrics: We adopt two metrics as follows:

\[
\text{duration detection rate} = \frac{T_{\text{detected}}}{T_{\text{all}}} \\
\text{case detection rate} = \frac{N_{\text{detected}}}{N_{\text{all}}}
\]

where \( T_{\text{detected}} \) denotes the detected duration within the data duration, \( T_{\text{all}} \) denotes the whole data duration, \( N_{\text{detected}} \) denotes the number of trials that the intruder is detected, and \( N_{\text{all}} \) denotes the number of all trials. The case detection rate oppositely implies the success rate of all intrusions, while the duration detection rate inversely indicates the stealthiness within a single intrusion.

6.2.1 LoS Scenario Evaluation. We deploy the victim system in a classroom with the layout shown in Figure 11(b). The intruder first enters the room holding the RIS to apply Sneaking Phase (route 1 in Figure 11(b)). After reaching the specified location, he places down the RIS and applies Radio Blast Phase to lift the threshold to a certain level so that he can walk inside the protected area later.

[Figure 11: (a) RIS hardware prototype. Left (Ground layer): Control circuitry. Right (Patch layer and slot-loaded layer): RIS elements and phase shift circuits; (b) The LOS evaluation site layout and the trial routes; (c) The NLOS evaluation site layout and the trial routes; (d) The LOS evaluation results; (e) The NLOS evaluation results.]
WiFi intrusion system is no longer entirely reliable when facing the increasing of the RIS size, the duration detection rate decreases without being detected (route 2 in Figure 11(b)). We invite four volunteers, and each volunteer repeats the above process about 30 times. We evaluate two phases in terms of two metrics independently, as shown in Figure 11(d). For trials without RISStealth, the case detection rates are around 55% and 95% for route 1 and route 2, respectively. However, the case detection rate of route 1 drops to about 10% with the Sneaking Phase design, and that of route 2 drops to about 15% with the Radio Blast Phase design. For the whole two-phase process, the case detection rate drops to about 16.4%. Our evaluation of RISStealth indicates a significant reduction in both duration detection rate and case detection rate, i.e., successfully exploiting RIS to spoof WiFi sensing. Though our attack did not reduce the detection rate to 0%, this finding demonstrates that the WiFi intrusion system is no longer entirely reliable when facing the threat of RIS-aided attacks.

Regarding attack time consumption, the time cost of Sneaking Phase relies on walking speed and distance to the switching point. In a LoS scenario, it takes approximately 2 seconds from entry to the switching point. In contrast, Radio Blast Phase takes roughly 20 seconds, primarily due to configuration switching speed, to increase the switching point. In contrast, Radio Blast Phase takes roughly 20 seconds, primarily due to configuration switching speed, to increase the threshold and enable the attacker to move freely.

6.2.2 NLoS Scenario Evaluation. Sometimes, the intrusion detection system will be deployed near the door and the wall to monitor the entrance. Thus, we set up a site shown in Figure 11(c) to evaluate whether RISStealth still works. The intruder directly launches the Radio Blast Phase outside the wall and then tries to intrude into the protected area through route 1 and 2. In this part, we evaluate settings with different numbers of RIS-activated elements: 8x8, 12x12, and 16x16. All inactivated elements keep the same status and can be considered idle. For each test trial, we ask the volunteer to hold the configured RIS and perform in-situ movement repeatedly in position A-F. In each position, we repeat the experiment with different orientations, including facing the middle of the transmitter-receiver link (denoted as Mid), facing around the transmitter (denoted as Near Tx), and facing the transmitter (denoted as Tx). In addition, we repeat the experiment with idle RIS for reference and without RIS for comparison. We collect about 1-minute CSI data for each trial to quantify the average standard deviation of the phase difference (denoted as STD).

6.3 Sneaking Phase Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of Sneaking Phase on motion variation reduction, we set up an evaluation site as shown in Figure 12(a). We ask the volunteer to hold the configured RIS and perform in-situ movement repeatedly in position A-F. In each position, we repeat the experiment with different orientations, including facing the middle of the transmitter-receiver link (denoted as Mid), facing around the transmitter (denoted as Near Tx), and facing the transmitter (denoted as Tx). In addition, we repeat the experiment with idle RIS for reference and without RIS for comparison. We collect about 1-minute CSI data for each trial to quantify the average standard deviation of the phase difference (denoted as STD).

6.3.1 Impact of RIS Orientation/Location/Status. As the results are shown in Figure 12(b), it is found that the variation reduces the most when the RIS faces the transmitter, i.e., the ‘w/ active RIS Tx’ case. The reason behind this is that making the RIS surface face the transmitter could redirect more energy toward the direction other than the receiver direction. It is worth mentioning that when the RIS is facing the middle of the link, e.g., ‘w/ idle RIS Mid’ case, the receiver observes a quite high signal variation because partial signals experience the specular reflection due to the generalized Snell’s Law to result in more disturbance at the receiver. The exceptions are position E and F, where the transmitter and the receiver are in adjacent orientations relative to RIS. Thus, the intruder has better make RIS surface face the transmitter in a practical attack.

In terms of location impact, we find that the signal variations are similar for position C, E, and F because these positions have the same length of the signal reflection path, i.e., the total path length of Tx-[Loc]-Rx. Their only difference is whether the intruder is close to the transmitter or the receiver, which has not much impact on the results.

In terms of RIS status, the RIS is similar to a metal reflector in ‘w/ idle RIS’ cases. However, the natural reflection energy may hit the receiver due to the uncontrollable multipath reflection in a complicated indoor scenario. To make it worse, once triggering
specular reflection, the variation at the receiver will be much higher than 'w/o RIS' cases.

6.3.2 Impact of RIS-TransceiverMid Distance. The impact of the distance of RIS relative to the middle of the transceiver could be demonstrated by experiments on position A-D. We choose the cases of 'w/o RIS', 'w/ active RIS Tx', and 'w/ idle RIS Tx' in Figure 12(b) and summarize their results in Figure 12(c). It shows that the Sneaking Phase design can significantly reduce the variation compared to no RIS and idle RIS cases. However, the reduction effect will be weakened when the intruder gets closer to the transceiver because it becomes more difficult to neutralize reflection from the uncovered body of the intruder.

Figure 13: RIS configuration strategy comparison. (a) Experiment setup; (b) Variation results of different RIS configurations for motion reduction.

6.3.3 RIS Configuration Strategy Comparison. We conduct experiments to compare the RIS configuration of Sneaking Phase with others, including idle RIS, random RIS configuration, and chessboard RIS configuration [30]. Figure 13(a) shows our experimental setup where the RIS is fixed on a sliding track to move slightly and repeatedly, excluding inconsistent human factors for a fair comparison. We also prevent the specular reflection for effective comparison.

As in Figure 13(b), the random one performs the worst as the energy will be diffused to all sides. Our beam broadening configuration achieves the lowest average variation, close to the chessboard and idle RIS status. However, both of them cannot control the direction of the energy to prevent unexpected strong multipath reflection towards the receiver, e.g., from some metal electronic devices and furniture in a complicated indoor environment. In contrast, our method keeps directing the energy to the ground to be more likely for a direction in the beam broadening method (Figure 6). Therefore, once we activate the sub-array covering the receiver direction with a great number of activated RIS elements, the influence will be increased rapidly to trigger the alarm. Our method achieves the lowest false alarm rate, while the random one and the square one perform around 2x–3x worse.

6.4 Radio Blast Phase Evaluation

We first evaluate the false alarm rate during the process of threshold lifting and then evaluate the duration detection rate once the threshold has been saturated.

6.4.1 False Alarm Rate during Threshold Lifting. Avoiding being detected during the threshold lifting means keeping a low false alarm rate in a static environment.

\[
\text{false\_alarm\_rate} = \frac{T_{\text{detected}}}{T_{\text{static}}} \tag{9}
\]

where \(T_{\text{detected}}\) denotes the detected in a ‘no motion/static’ environment and \(T_{\text{static}}\) denotes static duration. We set up an evaluation site shown in Figure 14(a) and compare our covert sub-array spiral activation strategy with other baselines: random, square, and sub-array square activation strategies shown in Figure 14(b)-(c). For the square method, the activated elements gradually grow to form a large square. The sub-array square method is to apply the square strategy to the sub-array granularity.

As shown in Figure 14(b), the sub-array square method performs the worst. The reason behind this is that each sub-array is responsible for a direction in the beam broadening method (Figure 6). Therefore, once we activate the sub-array covering the receiver direction with a great number of activated RIS elements, the influence will be increased rapidly to trigger the alarm. Our method achieves the lowest false alarm rate, while the random one and the square one perform around 2x–3x worse.

6.4.2 Intrusion Detection Rate after Threshold Lifting. To quantify the final effect of threshold lifting in Radio Blast Phase, we evaluate the duration detection rate across the monitoring area after the threshold reaches saturation. Specifically, we divide the monitoring area into 4×7 grids, each with the size of 1m×1m, as shown in Figure 15(a). We place the RIS at location A-F respectively to launch Radio Blast Phase strategy. For each attack location, after the threshold lifting process, we ask the subject to walk randomly inside each grid for about 30 seconds, except for the grid to place the transmitter, the receiver, and the RIS. Figure 15(b)-(h) show the spatial distribution of duration detection rates of the victim system without attack and under attacks with RIS at location A-F. It shows that the duration detection rates decrease significantly after RIS-aided threshold lifting. We further derive the metric as follows to facilitate comparison:

\[
\text{blind\_zone\_rate} = \frac{N_{\text{accessible\_grids}}}{N_{\text{all\_grids}}} \tag{10}
\]
The accessible grid is defined as the grid with a duration detection rate of less than 20%, which represents that only $\frac{1}{5}$ of the intrusion behavior in the grid will be detected. In addition, the accessible grid should be adjacent to other accessible grids or the boundary, i.e., not be completely surrounded by inaccessible grids. In other words, these grids indicate the area where the intruder can access with a rather low probability of being detected.

7 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the generalization and enhancement of RISStealth and potential defense methods.

Target of RISStealth. Two categories of detection methods exist: learning-based and statistics-based. Learning-based methods [20, 33, 38, 42, 56] require prior training and recalibration over time to adapt to environmental changes, making them impractical [25, 52]. Practical statistics methods [25, 28, 57], including commercial products [29, 35], widely use adaptive threshold mechanisms. Thus, we choose this mechanism as the basis for attack since it is common in most practical Wi-Fi-based intrusion detection systems. For learning-based methods, the disturbed CSI signals caused by RIS resemble adversarial examples, potentially leading to performance degradation. We plan to consider RISStealth for learning-based methods in future work.

Generalization of RISStealth. (i) The design of RISStealth is based on physical-layer channel characteristics rather than WiFi-specific ones, ensuring its effectiveness as long as the operating frequency of RIS and auxiliary receiver match the victim system. (ii) RISStealth is not limited by specific motion features or threshold-changing algorithms used by victim systems. The essence of intrusion detection is to distill motion-relevant features from the dynamic channel component in Equation 2. Our evaluation uses the standard deviation of CSI phase difference, a common motion-relevant feature, but other features like CSI amplitude in Figure 10 also experience disturbance under RIS-aided attacks. Furthermore, Radio Blast Phase is based on the adaptive threshold mechanism, where the threshold is dynamically adjusted to account for varying environmental channel variance and minimize intrusion detection false alarms. While implementation details may affect the changing speed, the adaptive nature remains unchanged. In essence, RISStealth can pose universal threats to relevant wireless sensing applications by increasing motion-irrelevant disturbance and impairing the victim system’s signal quality and sensing capacity.
Auxiliary Information Acquisition. The lack of prior knowledge of the victim transceiver’s positions drives many design trade-offs of RISStealth. The attacker could infer auxiliary information in advance to facilitate attacks. For instance, receivers are typically located in the corner or next to the wall to increase sensing coverage and minimize disruption to daily activities. Thus, the attacker can estimate the transceiver’s locations more precisely with the floor map of the target area. Then, the attacker could set a narrow beam safely to exchange an energy-concentrated beam for more threshold lifting space.

Extended Monitoring Area Intrusion. The intruder may fail when the deepest location he can intrude into with one-round Sneaking Phase is still beyond Radio Blast Phase’s effective zone for sufficient threshold lifting. In this case, the attacker can carry two RISs and take turns executing two phases. He may initiate Sneaking Phase and move forward to a location, then initiate Radio Blast Phase to lift the threshold as much as possible. After that, he further leverages the second RIS to execute the Sneaking Phase and Radio Blast Phase respectively, before collecting the first RIS for the subsequent round. In this way, the intruder can finally intrude into the desired area.

Multiple Intrusion Detection Systems. This work represents the initial step in addressing practical RIS-related sensing security issues by focusing on one intrusion detection system with a single pair of transceivers, as recommended by commercial off-the-shelf products. Our aim is to raise awareness that a single WiFi intrusion detection system may not be entirely secure. In future work, we plan to explore handling multiple pairs of transceivers or multiple systems.

Potential Defense. The RIS-induced disturbance is almost indistinguishable from the natural variation of multipath reflection. Thus, it is hard to detect its existence via existing techniques, such as packet power analysis methods [2, 21] for jamming attacks and pause-and-detect approaches for a replay attack. One potential defense is to detect the threshold lifting pattern as Figure 8. However, since adaptive-threshold mechanisms are initially for enhancing robustness, merely detecting threshold lifting for defense purposes may also disrupt the original functionalities of threshold-changing algorithms and lead to increased false alarms. Defense development requires careful consideration of this dilemma. Furthermore, attackers can adapt their strategies by introducing more natural and indistinguishable patterns to avoid detection, e.g., random threshold lifting/dropping and phase rotating. Another potential defense is to equip the receiver with a high-sensitivity antenna array to identify the subtle beamforming energy from the malicious RIS, but relevant algorithms are required to differentiate malicious RIS reflections from benign ones.

8 RELATED WORKS

WiFi-based Intrusion Detection. There exist two categories of detection methods: learning-based and statistics-based ones. Learning-based methods [20, 33, 38, 42, 56] leverage machine learning models such as SVM, LSTM, KNN, and CNN to detect the intruder with very high accuracy. However, these works require prior training to capture scenario-tailored parameters as well as recalibration over time to adapt to environmental dynamics during long-term deployment [25, 52], which makes them unpractical. For statistics-based methods, some works extract RSS [24], while others leverage more fine-grained CSI to detect intrusion behaviors [13, 49, 52] with statistics features such as the standard deviation. To improve robustness, AR-Alarm [25] designs duration-based and magnitude-based filters to exclude the dropping objects and small objects, while PetFree [28] infers the height information to exclude the pets. We select AR-Alarm [25] as our evaluation target due to its practicability.

RIS-based Attacks against Sensing. Existing works on cloaking technique [39, 53, 54] and radar cross-section (RCS) reduction [11, 17, 34, 51] have utilized RIS to make objects invisible against radar systems. However, most works are limited to ideal lab settings and cannot be applied in real-world scenarios. They either overlook the unpredictable and extensive multi-path reflections or assume static target scenarios. In contrast, our work takes into account various conditions in real-world scenarios and proposes a practical attack scheme.

Wireless Physical Layer Security. The wireless physical layer attack has been widely discussed in wireless communication, and some recent works have focused on wireless sensing security. Some works develop geofencing methods for privacy protection [3, 19, 44]. There have also been attempts to tamper channel properties to spoof wireless localization [6, 27]. WiAdv [55] uses full-duplex radio to craft robust adversarial examples to cheat WiFi-based gesture recognition. In contrast, some works defend against adversarial wireless sensing [40, 43, 45]. Shenoy et al. [43] craft fake trajectories to obfuscate malicious mmWave radars, while others design full-duplex-based methods to prevent sensing information leakage [8, 40]. IRShield [45] also works on RIS-related sensing security. However, it aims to prevent adversarial motion sensing. Thus, it can deploy RIS close to the benign transmitter to obtain more energy for channel customization. Nevertheless, RISStealth exploits RIS to cover a moving intruder, and RIS is initially far away from the benign transmitter. Thus, we design beamforming techniques to boost the capability of RIS for channel customization.

9 CONCLUSION

Our work takes the first step to realizing a practical and covert RIS-aided attack in real-world scenarios. Through RISStealth design and extensive evaluation, we demonstrate how to strategically configure a handbag-sized passive RIS to precisely control channel disturbance and successfully render a moving person invisible to WiFi-based intrusion detection. RISStealth intriguingly shows that adaptive-threshold mechanisms, initially for enhancing robustness, inadvertently provide attack opportunities. We hope our RIS techniques and practices can promote advancements in RIS utilization and more research on RIS-relevant security issues.
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